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A four- issue hard boiled noir crime thriller with girls, guns, fangs and aliens. New York, 1929. The height
of prohibition. The cops turn a blind eye while the mobs run the city, dealing in guns, girls and illegal liquor.
But the arrival of the mysterious Dragonmir Family from Eastern Europe with more of a taste for blood then
booze co-incides with a series of brutal attacks on the gangsters themselves. As the gangs fall before the
fangs, only handful of mobsters survive. But an unlikely alliance formed between tough guy Eddie Falco and
a character from a LONG way from New York City - a long way from Earth in fact - offers the humans a
glimmer of hope. As the strong willed young reporter Susie Dale from the Gotham Herald tries to survive in
the middle of the maelstrom, and an ancient prophecy unfolds, no one can guess who's going to win the
battle for this particular slice of Turf. RETAILER WARNING: MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR ALL
AGES The Creators JONATHAN ROSS is one of the highest profile broadcasters in the UK. His weekly
talk show, Friday Night with Jonathan Ross is entering its 11th year on BBC1, and is the UK's most
successful comedy talk show. It is now broadcast via the BBC in the USA, Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
and in assorted other weirdly arbitrary territories. He also hosts an award winning weekly radio show, the
BBC's flagship Film review program and the Bafta Film Awards, which is shown in numerous countries
around the world. In a career that spans over twenty years Ross has often been associated with cult
entertainment. His award winning series The Incredibly Strange Film Show and it's sequel, The Son of the
Incredibly Strange Film Show won a fan following that remembers them fondly to this day. He was
responsible for the first western television interview with Jacki Chan, Tsui Hark and many other leading
Hong Kong stars. He has authored programs on subjects as diverse as Korean Cinema, Drive-Through
Funeral parlors in Louisiana and Steve Ditko. He has a collection of comics and original art so large it
frightens even him. TOMMY LEE EDWARDS After studying film and illustration at the Art Center College
of Design, Edwards took the comics industry by storm with his illustrations on such titles as X-Men,
Daredevil, Marvel 1985, Batman,and The Question. Proving to be one of the most respected and versatile
artists working today, he has also designed video games like Command and Conquer, James Bond and Prey.
Edwards created the licensing style-guides for films such as Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone, Men in
Black II, Superman Returns, Star Wars, Indiana Jones, and Batman Begins. For LucasFilm, he's created
countless pieces for books, merchandise, magazines, and posters. Edwards perhaps feels most at home
putting his imagination and storytelling flare to the test while working as a conceptual and storyboard artist
for film. Recently he collaborated with the Hughes Brothers on their upcoming Denzel Washington epic The
Book of Eli. Currently on Edwards' desk is a series of concept illustrations for the live-action film re-
envisioning of Masters of the Universe, along with a Prince of Persia graphic novel for Disney Press.
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From reader reviews:

Roderick Olin:

The book Turf #1 can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly why must
we leave a very important thing like a book Turf #1? A number of you have a different opinion about guide.
But one aim this book can give many data for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right now, try to closer with the
book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you are able to give for each other; you may share all of
these. Book Turf #1 has simple shape however, you know: it has great and massive function for you. You
can appear the enormous world by open and read a guide. So it is very wonderful.

Priscilla McNeil:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the sea world or hanging out with close friends is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try issue that really opposite from
that. Just one activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
are ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Turf #1, you can enjoy both. It is very good
combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh can occur its mind
hangout men. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its called reading friends.

Carmela Randle:

You can spend your free time to see this book this guide. This Turf #1 is simple to deliver you can read it in
the area, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not have much space to bring typically the printed book, you
can buy the particular e-book. It is make you quicker to read it. You can save the book in your smart phone.
Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.

Eva Lynch:

As a college student exactly feel bored to help reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library or
make summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart or real
their leisure activity. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to the library. They go to generally
there but nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that reading through is not important, boring
along with can't see colorful photos on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important for
you. As we know that on this age, many ways to get whatever we wish. Likewise word says, ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore this Turf #1 can make you truly feel more interested to read.
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